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A phenomenological model for quantum phase slips of charge-density waves that takes into account the
system-size effect is presented. The process of quantum nucleation leading to the phase slip changes from
vortex-pair to vortex-ring creations as the external electric field increases, which is analogous to the evolution
of a ripple in a rectangular water tank. The crossover field is determined by the system size. The present model
describes a number of features observed in the nonohmic conductivity in TaS3 at low temperature.
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Since the beginning of 1980, the applicability of quantu
mechanics on a macroscopic scale has been tested thr
typical quantum effects. One such effect is macrosco
quantum tunneling~MQT!, which has been established v
quantum tunneling of the phase difference of Joseph
junctions with small capacitance.1–3 It has been clarified tha
tunneling on a macroscopic scale is strongly affected by
macroscopic degrees of freedom. Later, MQT was verified
various macroscopic systems, including the domain wal
ferromagnets4 and the spin-density wave in~TMTSF!2PF6.5

Although the charge-density waves~CDW’s! are another
type of macroscopic quantum phenomena, the issue of q
tum tunneling in CDW’s~Refs. 6 and 7! remains unsettled
for two main reasons: at high temperatures quantum p
cesses are probably masked by classical processes, and
is a lack of the evidence associated with macroscopic n
bers of electrons. Zaitsev-Zotov recently made
breakthrough.8 He observedtemperature-independentnon-
linear conduction at low temperatures and that the elec
current is transferred by portions of charge correspondin
displacement of the CDW’s by a distance of the order
their wavelength. Although he tried to explain his expe
mental results in terms of quantum creep, they might be p
sibly explained by MQT of CDW phase slips. The interpr
tation of the results are still an open question. At least
570163-1829/98/57~4!/2003~3!/$15.00
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clarifies previously uncertain points and provides a phys
picture of nonohmic conductivity at low temperatures, th
is, the phase slip model.9,10

Zaitsev-Zotov’s most important discovery was to find
scaling form of nonlinear conductivity expressed
exp(2const/e2), where e is an applied electric field. This
form was a problem for the existing tunneling models6,7 with
exp(2const/e). To overcome this problem, Duan has pr
posed a homogeneous quantum phase-slippage model b
on the vortex-ring creation in bulk CDW systems.11 This
successfully explains the scaling form. However, he imp
itly assumes that the low-temperature conduction of th
samples proceeds by the same mechanism as in thin o
Thus his model cannot explain the system-size effect. T
low-temperature conduction in thick and thin samples
TaS3 is similar, but there are important differences:12 ~a!
The lnI(E,T) as a function of temperature does not level o
for T>4.2 K, whereas in thin samples it levels out atT
<10 K. ~b! At T,10 K, the slope of the Arrhenius plot o
the current,] ln@I(E,T)#/](1/T), increases with a decrease
the electric field,E, whereas it decreases in thin samples

In this paper, we consider the effect of system size
quantum nucleations mechanisms leading to phase slip
the CDW of TaS3 . In particular, we make a possible conje
ture to explain the experimental results in terms of the
R2003 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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mensional crossover of the quantum nucleation from a v
tex pair to a vortex ring as a function of an applied elect
field.

The slope of the Arrhenius plot of the current is thoug
to be created by the competition between classical and q
tum processes. The first difference~a! might be understood
by considering the electric field to be fixed. The tunneli
process is temperature-independent, while the thermal
vation process depends exponentially on temperature.
crossover from a classical to a quantum process occurs a
temperature is reduced past a certain point, and finally
tunneling process becomes dominant at low temperatu
The crossover temperature shifts to a higher temperatur
the tunneling rate increases. One can easily imagine tha
temperature-dependent current regions will shrink when
tunneling rate is high. We will show later that the tunneli
rate in a thick sample is lower than that in a thin sample.
fact, Zaitsev-Zotov argued this in his experiment.8

Next, we discuss the electric field dependence of
slope. In general, both tunneling and thermal activation ra
increase with an increasing external electric field. The sl
decreases ase increases if ]G thermal/]e,]G tunneling/]e,
whereG thermal and G tunneling are thermal activation and tun
neling rates, respectively. In the thick sample, this situat
is supposed to be attained. On the other hand, in the
samples, temperature-independent current has already
observed at lower electric fields. Then, the angle of the sl
increases as the external electric field increases. This m
that the above relation changes to]G thermal/]e
.]G tunneling/]e. This cannot be explained by monoscalin
theory. An important clue to solving case~b! is also con-
tained in Zaitsev-Zotov’s experiments; the form of scali
seems to turn into 1/e2 from 1/e in an external electric field
at 2 K ~see the inset of Fig. 3 of Zaitsev-Zotov!. Until now,
all previous tunneling theories were considered not to
changed in their scaling form regardless of the electric fi
magnitudes. If we accept the change of scaling form a
function of an external electric field in one sample, it may
possible to attain]G thermal/]e.]G tunneling/]e. In what fol-
lows, we investigate the sample-size dependence of the
neling rate and the change of scaling form as a function o
external electric field.

First let us consider how the scaling form changes a
function of an external electric field. The scaling form
determined by the type of nucleation process of a bub
leading to phase slips. Maki pointed out that the proces
related to the anisotropy of the system; a phase vortex-
process gives rise to a 1/e scaling form in a strongly aniso
tropic system, while a phase vortex-ring process leads
1/e2 scaling form in a more isotropic system. Unfortunate
the vortex pair and ring creations have been discussed s
rately, since anisotropy was previously thought to be a pe
liar characteristic of the sample matter. In this case, the s
ing form cannot be changed in one sample. Here we in
that this anisotropy depends on sample-size effect.

TaS3 is nearly isotropic within thexy plane perpendicula
to the conduction direction becausejx;jy;10 Å. Thus we
discuss how anisotropy results from such an isotropic si
tion. Suppose that you dropped one drop of water in
center of a rectangular water tank. It will create a ripple
the water surface that will spread through the whole wa
r-
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tank, with time. At first, the ripple will spread in concentr
circles (R5finite!. After it reaches a long edge of the tan
the water wave front will be parallel to the edg
(R5 infinity! and will move toward another edge. Th
simple analogy demonstrates the continuous changes
ring to pair creations; that is the appearance of anisotr
from an isotropic situation. This is a key idea for the mech
nism of change of nucleation processes in one sample.~See
Fig. 1.!

Now let us apply this idea to the CDW system. The pha
slips in CDW behave like water drops: a phase slip proce
from a vortex ring to a vortex pair. In the imaginary-tim
path-integral formalism, the rate of quantum phase slips
expressed as

G5Aexp@2DSEucl/\# , ~1!

whereDSEucl is the difference between saddle-point acti
and metastable-state action. The action is basically descr
as

DSEucl52a~D !RD11e1b~D !RD , ~2!

whereD is a system dimension andR is the bubble radius.
The first term of the right-hand side of Eq.~2! is volume
energy of a bubble gained from an external electric field a
the second is the surface tension energy of the bubble.
extremal of the action,DSEucl

M , determines the tunneling rat
since the prefactorA, originating from small fluctuations
around the tunneling path, is less important. The action
estimated by using the radius expressed as

RM5
b~D !D

a~D !~D11!

1

e
, ~3!

which is derived from]DSEucl/]R50. RM is inversely pro-
portional to an external electric field. The largere is, the
smallerRM . Therefore, it is important to know whetherRM
is larger than the system size. It determines the nuclea
process: ~i! Lx,Ly,RM ; phase slips occur coherently a
whole cross sections. It is not necessary to create the p
slip center at thexy plane.~ii ! Lx,RM,Ly ; the phase slip
proceeds through the vortex-pair creations. ~iii ! RM,Lx
,Ly ; the vortex-ring creation is dominant. In this way, th
nucleation process changes from a vortex pair to a ring.
maximum action is given as

DSEucl
~D11!~RM !

\
5

1

\

b~D !

D11Fb~D !

a~D !

D

D11GD
1

eD
5

e0
~D11!

eD
.

~4!

FIG. 1. The time evolution of a ripple created by one drop
water. A topological dislocation will grow in the same way.
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The crossover fieldecr can be estimated by settingRM
.Lx/2 as

ecr5
2

Lx

b~D !D

a~D !~D11!
. ~5!

To evaluate the sample-size-dependent tunneling rate
the crossover field, we recall the previous theories.13 Since
the amplitude coherence length of the CDW is orders
magnitude smaller than typical sample dimensions, the C
phase slip should be three dimensional~3D!. Starting from a
311D phase Hamiltonian, one can obtain the action

DSEucl5A0E )
m50,1,2,3

dxm@~]mDf!212~]mDf•]mf!# ,

~6!

wherexm is one component of four-dimensional space-tim
coordinates:x05t, x15x, x25y, and x35z, Df is the
phase difference from the metastable state (fm) defined by
Df5f2fm, andA0 is constant.14 We ignore the impurity
potential because the temperature-independent behavio
the current at fixede is observed only in a pure sample.15 In
the 111D case, the action is given by

DSEucl
~111!5A0S Lx

vF

va
D E )

m50,2,3
dxm@~]mDf!2

12~]mDf•]mf!# , ~7!

wherevF andva are the Fermi velocities forz andx direc-
tions, respectively. The factorLxvF /va means physically the
length of the vortex lines and shows the sample-size ef
~the thicker the sample, the bigger the action!. Thus the tun-
neling rate decreases as the sample size increases. Thi
cidates case~a!.
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Next, we discuss the crossover field to explain case~b!.
To do this, it is necessary to compare the action in 111D
with that in 211D. Unfortunately, the parameterse0

(111) and
e0

(211) may depend on many factors and are difficult to es
mate using the existing theories. Instead of the theoret
values, we have used the experimental data. Zaitsev-Z
fitted his data asI (111)5I 0

(111)exp@2e0
(111)/e# and I (211)

5I 0
(211)exp@2e0

(211)/e2#. The former is a good fit for lower
fields, while the latter is good for higher ones. Using t
values I 0

(111)50.015 Å, e0
(111)5900 V/cm, I 0

(211)51.5
31027 Å, and e0

(211)517 433 V2/cm2, we obtained 43.8
V/cm as the crossover field. This is almost consistent w
the field where the slope appears in Fig. 2 of Zaitsev-Zot
The currentI (211) is indeed smaller thanI (111). This means
that at low temperatures where the thermal activation is
ally excluded the quantum phase slip rate is slowing down
the field increases. This may cause the situation that mak
slope in I-~1/T! curves:] G thermal/]e.]G tunneling/]e.

In summary, we have discussed the quantum phase
of charge-density waves in TaS3 , taking into account the
system-size effect. The phase slip process has been cha
by increasing the external electric field from a phase vor
pair to a phase vortex ring. The present model describe
number of features observed in the nonohmic conductivity
TaS3 at low temperatures. Our model will be tested by o
serving the crossover field predicted by Eq.~5! through
samples with various dimensions.
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